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1. Recognise and understand important vocabulary items
• equilateral triangle
• squares (surrounded by)
2. Recognise typical expression in mathematics
• ‘What is the value of x?’ – What is x equal to? What is the size of
the angle x °? etc.

This problem may be presented with or without an illustration.
Careful reading is therefore of paramount importance.

Related AL Subdomains: Vocabulary,
Metaphorical expression
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3.

What do we know?
Equilateral triangle:
• Three sides are the same length
• Three angles inside the triangle are equal
• Sum of angles within a triangle is always 180°
Squares:
• One on each side of triangle, share one side
• Four sides are the same length
• Angles are all 90°
Also, triangle with x is an isosceles triangle – two of the three
sides share a side with one of the squares.
etc.

Related AL Subdomains:
Inferencing and extrapolation
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4.

Focus only on relevant information – eliminate unnecessary detail.
(See illustration) For example, the fact that the base angles are acute
when the vertex/apex angle is obtuse in an isosceles triangle, may
not be important to the calculations. What is important, though, is
that the base angles (x being one) are the same size and that one
could calculate x if you know the size of the vertex angle.

5.

Depending on the task, you may need to show your calculations as a
type of “narrative” that presents the various steps in your thinking
process. There is a particular structure to this. (Link with discourse
relations – argument structure.) If you are asked to motivate an answer,
then your assumptions and calculations need to be presented in a
particular order and format. (Another link with structural awareness.)

Related AL Subdomains:
Essential / non-essential, (Discourse relations)

AL Skills assessed in NBTs

AL Skills assessed in NBTs

Essential / non-essential
(Distinction making)
Extrapolation, application &
inferencing
Metaphorical expression
Understanding vocabulary

Make distinctions, classify,
categorise and compare
information provided
Make inferences and identify
implications, extrapolate facts,
apply insights to procedure
Become familiar with typical
phrases used in the subject,
connotations and jargon
Understand subject-specific
terminology, general academic
terms

AL Skills assessed in NBTs
Cohesion

AL Skills related to understanding
structure, sequence and function

Communicative function

Similar to understanding of
sequence, procedure and function
in mathematics

Discourse relation

There may be links between these
skills, though the specific
application of these skills will be
limited to tasks requiring written or
oral production of texts
Constructing a basic argument is
relevant to all disciplines and
perhaps most clearly in
mathematics – e.g. knowing what
counts as evidence for a claim
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AL Skills assessed in NBTs
Grammar / syntax

Ability to understand scenarios that
rely on noticing grammatical of
syntactical elements that influence
the meaning of a text may affect
the ability to complete a task
Understanding of text purpose and
audience, appropriate language
usage, register and tone

Text genre

NOTE: This subdomain is not
concerned with the ability to work
within a particular text genre but
rather an awareness of different
genres and their characteristics

Impact mostly limited to tasks
requiring written or oral production
of texts
Ability to understand scenarios that
rely on noticing like an author’s bias
may affect the ability to complete a
task

